FREE MUSEUM PASSES – PLEASE CHECK EACH MUSEUM FOR OPERATING HOURS

NEW JERSEY

- GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE – PASS ADMITS 4 PEOPLE
- NEWARK MUSEUM – PASS ADMITS 2 ADULTS AND ALL CHILDREN 17 AND UNDER
- UNITED STATES GOLF ASSOCIATION MUSEUM – PASS ADMITS 4 PEOPLE
- MORVEN MUSEUM & GARDEN – EACH PASS ADMITS 1 PERSON
- MORRIS MUSEUM – PASS ADMITS 2 ADULTS AND 3 CHILDREN

NEW YORK

- THE FRICK COLLECTION – EACH PASS ADMITS ONE ADULT
- AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY – THIS MUSEUM HAS A VOUCHER PROGRAM. THESE VOUCHERS ARE FOR A ONE-TIME USE AND ARE NOT RETURNED TO THE LIBRARY. TWO VOUCHERS ARE AVAILABLE PER HOUSEHOLD ADDRESS.

DISCOUNTS

- LIBERTY SCIENCE CENTER – OFFERS A 10% DISCOUNT TO CLARENCE DILLON PUBLIC LIBRARY PATRONS.
- LEGOLAND DISCOVERY CENTER – OFFERS A 50% DISCOUNT TO CLARENCE DILLON PUBLIC LIBRARY PATRONS

Who may borrow a pass?
Clarence Dillon Public Library patrons.

How do I borrow a pass?
All passes are on a first-come basis. They cannot be reserved in advance.

How long may I keep a pass?
Four days

How may I pick up and return a museum pass?
Museum passes are available at the adult circulation desk. Please return them there. Do NOT return in the book drop.

Are there overdue fees for late museum passes?
Yes! Overdue fines for passes are $5.00 per day

What if I lose or damage a museum pass?
You will be charged the replacement cost for the pass which varies by museum.